ABSTRACT Many join-based graph mining (JGM) algorithms, such as triangle listing and clique enumeration, typically output data of such a large size that it often dominates the mining cost. Despite the significance of the I/O cost, only a few research focused on reducing the size of the output data. However, those techniques have limitation that they are highly specific to their corresponding graph mining algorithms. In this paper, through careful observations of output patterns, we propose a general compression solution that can be applied to an arbitrary JGM algorithm. The proposed technique first categorizes the nodes of a set of cliques into two lists, which contain overlapping and non-overlapping nodes, respectively. Then, we remove the redundant nodes from multiple sets of cliques by creating a Clique Constructor Tree using the overlapping and non-overlapping nodes. Finally, we compress the clique constructor trees by applying a novel flag-aligned word encoding technique. Our proposed technique performs compression on-the-fly and can easily be adopted by various JGM algorithms. Experiments on real datasets show that our proposed technique, which is adopted in a triangle listing algorithm, reduces the size of the output data and running time by seven times and about four times, respectively. Experimental results also show that a maximal clique listing algorithm can reduce the size of the output data by a factor of three.
I. INTRODUCTION
The join-based graph mining (JGM) algorithms, such as triangle listing and clique enumeration, have a wide range of applications, such as in social networks [1] , [2] , email networks [3] , clustering [4] - [6] , graph theory [7] , [8] , biological networks [9] , [10] , financial networks [11] , and in the detection of terrorist networks [12] . JGM algorithms generally access graph data in an iterative manner. Therefore, these algorithms usually focus on the efficient accessibility of the input graph to reduce the I/O cost. However, the size of the output of a JGM algorithm can be excessively large compared with the input graph. For example, the output (167 GB) of a triangle listing algorithm for the WebUK dataset is over 49 times larger than that of the input dataset (3.4 GB), which highly dominates the cost of the triangle computation. We observe that the size of the output of a JGM algorithm overwhelmingly increases because the cliques in the output results contain many redundant nodes. For example, a triangle listing algorithm performs a join to find common neighbors between the adjacency lists of nodes 0 and 1 of the graph given in Figure 1 and outputs triangles 012 , 013 , and 014 . 012 , 013 , 014 , 023 , 024 , 025 , 034 , 123 , 124 , and 234 and the cliques Q 01234 and Q 025 .
Since a triangle listing algorithm usually outputs a triangle as a list of node IDs, nodes 0 and 1 appear three times in the output data. The given example indicates that the output cost of a JGM algorithm can be reduced by minimizing the number of redundant nodes while the output data represents all cliques.
Some of the existing JGM algorithms reduce the I/O cost by merging redundant patterns or nodes in the output.
M. K. Rasel, Y.-K. Lee: On-the-Fly Output Compression for JGM Algorithms FIGURE 2. Encode a list of node IDs L by WAH encoding technique. L is represented in a bitmap which is divided into a list of 31-bit chunks. Then, these chunks are encoded using 32-bit words by the WAH compression algorithm.
For example, some clique listing algorithms [13] , [14] have proposed merging some smaller structural patterns into a larger structural pattern to reduce the I/O cost for intermediate output. However, their approach is dependent on the technique of their proposed clique listing algorithm, is not generally applicable. In this paper, we carefully observe the graph processing technique and output patterns of the JGM algorithms to propose a general solution for reducing the redundancy in the output data.
The output of a JGM algorithm contains many redundant nodes that are overlapped in a set of output cliques. We observe that a typical JGM algorithm, such as a triangle listing algorithm outputs a set of triangles from a join by finding common neighbors of the nodes in an edge. We call the nodes of an edge and their common neighbors overlapping nodes and non-overlapping nodes, respectively. We observe that each non-overlapping node creates a clique by connecting to all overlapping nodes. Therefore, a set of cliques, which are produced from a join, can be represented with a list of overlapping and another list of non-overlapping nodes. We call the process of representing a set of cliques using two lists of nodes as node categorization. Node categorization allows for representing a set of cliques in which the overlapping nodes ares listed only once.
We note that the categorized nodes still contain many redundant nodes in multiple sets of cliques. We construct trees, called Clique Constructor Trees (CCTs), using the overlapping and non-overlapping nodes that efficiently reduce the redundant nodes from multiple sets of cliques. The children of a parent node in a CCT are represented using a list of node IDs. We observe that the output cost of a JGM algorithm can be further reduced by encoding each list of child node IDs with fewer words. However, the encoding technique must be applied on-the-fly to overcome the encoding cost overhead. As a result, the proposed strategy can easily be adopted in a JGM algorithm.
A wide range of compression algorithms [15] - [19] exist to compress a list of node IDs. Though these existing algorithms have a high compression ratio, they also have a high compression time due to complex encoding techniques or other strategies, such as node ID reordering. Therefore, these existing algorithms are not suitable to compress a list of node IDs on-the-fly.
The computation in RLE-based bitmap compression algorithms such as WAH [20] and some variants of WAH such as PLWAH [21] is sufficiently simple to compress a sparse list of integers on-the-fly. These algorithms represent a list of integers by encoding them into 0-fill, 1-fill, and literal words. To encode a list of integers, WAH represents the list using a bitmap and divides it into chunks of size l − 1, where l is the number of bits that a word contains. WAH encodes the run-length of chunks, which contain only 0-bits, with a 0-fill word. If a run of chunks contains only 1-bit, then WAH encodes the run-length of those chunks with a 1-fill word. If a chunk contains both 0-bit and 1-bit, then WAH represents it with a literal word. A 0-fill or 1-fill word is identified by setting the first two bits to 10 or 11, respectively. WAH achieves compression from the 1-fill and literal words. However, sparsity in a list of integers increases the number of 0-fill words, which sometimes affects the compression ratio. Figure 2 shows an example of WAH encoding technique that encodes a list of four node IDs 35, 45, 112, and 201 using 32-bit words. WAH first represents the four nodes using a bitmap, by setting the 35 th , 45 th , 112 th , and 201 st bits to 1. Figure 2 shows that the first, third, fifth, and sixth chunks contain only 0-bits and are encoded by 0-fill words. On the other hand, the second, fourth, and seventh chunks contain both 0-bit and 1-bit and are encoded by literal words. Notice that the data finally encoded by WAH contains six encoded words to represent four node IDs.
Based on our observations, we propose an on-the-fly flag aligned word based encoding technique that encodes a list of node IDs with a smaller number of words. We introduce the S-word, M-word, R-word, FM-word, and FR-word, each of which encodes either a single node or a group of nodes. The proposed encoding technique does not require any preprocessing such as node reordering. Therefore, the JGM algorithms can easily adopt our compression technique and perform the compression on-the-fly.
We demonstrate the following contributions in this paper. 1) Node categorization: minimizes the number of redundant nodes in a set of cliques. 2) Clique constructor tree: minimizes the number of redundant nodes in multiple sets of cliques. 3) Flag aligned word encoding: reduces the required number of words to represent a list of nodes. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the related studies. We describe some preliminaries and list the notations used in the paper in Section III. We present the proposed compression technique in Section IV. Section V analyzes the results of the experiments. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
A. EXTENSIONS BEYOND THE CONFERENCE VERSION
A short version of this paper has appeared in [22] . In the conference version, redundant nodes are reduced by applying only the technique of node categorization. However, current version extends that preliminary work by proposing the technique of Clique Constructor Tree, which further reduces the redundancy from multiple sets of cliques. Moreover, this version of the paper introduces an upgraded technique using five types of words for encoding a list of nodes that achieves a higher compression ratio. Finally, we performed extensive experiments for evaluating the effect of buffer sizes, depth of the CCT, node sorting, and parallelism in this journal version.
II. RELATED WORKS
Only a handful number of graph mining algorithms have focused on reducing the size of the output data. These researches looked for patterns or redundancy in the data to reduce the number of items. Xie and Philip [13] compressed intermediate candidates while discovering the largesized cliques in graphs. To reduce the size of the candidate item patterns, they merged several small item patterns to a larger one. However, the item patterns still contain redundant nodes. Wang et al. [14] focused on the redundancy among the group of cliques and considered this redundancy to reduce the search space for discovering maximal cliques. These techniques considered the redundancy among different structural patterns in the graph and are applicable only for those specific graph mining algorithms which produce maximal cliques efficiently. However, their techniques are not constructed with an awareness of the potential for reducing the I/O cost by minimizing the redundancy in the output. On the other hand, our proposed technique is a general solution that categorizes overlapping and non-overlapping nodes of the resultant cliques and encodes them to reduce the required space, which ultimately reduces the I/O cost.
The graph compression algorithms such as [17] - [19] , [23] reorder node IDs to have similar node IDs in the neighbor list. They represent the neighbor lists by using a bitmap and compress them by using bitmap compression algorithms. A delta encoding technique [24] can also reduce the size of a reordered graph since the technique can ensure the smaller delta values for the neighbor lists. However, node reordering is an NP-hard problem and is applied on all nodes of a graph. Therefore, we cannot apply this reordering technique on some sets of cliques. Our proposed encoding technique performs compression on a list of node IDs without applying reordering.
The compression algorithms such as [15] , [16] , which are mostly used in search engines and relational database systems, can effectively reduce the size of a large array of integers. These algorithms usually use the delta encoding technique. Their compression ratio highly dependent on the smaller delta values, which are typically present in a large and dense array of integers. However, the child node IDs in a CCT are usually sparse and smaller delta values cannot be guaranteed.
The bitmap compression algorithms, such as WAH [20] , and some of the variants of WAH, such as PLWAH [21] , can represent the neighbors of a node in a bitmap and compress them on-the-fly. We note that the data encoded by these techniques includes literal words and the run-length of 0-fill or 1-bit words. Because of sparse child node IDs in CCTs, the bitmap compression algorithms must include many 0-fill words which increases the size of the encoded data. The encoding technique used in [25] prunes all 0-fill words and uses word IDs to track literal words, which increases the size of encoded data. However, our proposed technique neither encodes the 0-fill words nor uses the word IDs.
Recently a chunk categorization technique called roaring bitmap [26] has been proposed for the compression of a long list of integers, which are especially available in search engines and database systems. The Roaring Bitmap compression technique divides an array of integers into sparse and dense chunks of 2 16 integers. Each chunk shares the same 16 most significant digits. A sparse chunk stores no more than 4096 integers using a sorted array of 16-bit integers. A dense chunk contains more than 4096 integers and is represented using 216-bit bitmap. A chunk is identified with its most significant 16 bits and contains a counter to represent the number of integers in that chunk. The compression ratio of roaring bitmap is more than 2 times higher compared with run length encoding (RLE)-based bitmap compression techniques, such as WAH [20] and PLWAH [21] . However, the roaring bitmap algorithm cannot gain much benefit from its categorization technique, since most of the neighbor lists in a graph are too small to meet the categorization threshold. On the other hand, the chunk size of our proposed technique is limited to the length of a word, which is far less than 2 16 . The compression ratio achieved by our proposed technique is increased whenever multiple node IDs are found in a wordsized chunk.
III. PRELIMINARIES
A JGM algorithm processes an input graph, G = (V , E), where V and E are the set of nodes and edges, respectively. We assume that each node ID in G is a non-negative numeric number and is represented using a 4-byte word.
In this paper, we consider that a JGM algorithm can either be a sequential or parallel triangle or clique listing algorithm. We define a triangle as a graph of three nodes and a clique as a graph of n nodes, where all nodes are connected with each other. We note that a triangle is also denoted as a clique of three nodes. We list some of the symbols used frequently thorough out the paper in Table 1 .
The JGM algorithms, such as the triangle listing [25] , [27] - [29] and clique listing [13] , [14] , [30] algorithms, perform a join to find common neighbors of the nodes in an edge e or in a clique Q. Let us suppose that the nodes in e or Q are called joining nodes. We denote the list of joining nodes and the list of their common neighbors as j and c , respectively. A JGM algorithm creates a clique for each node c ∈ c by combining all nodes of j with c. Thus, each join of a JGM algorithm outputs a set of cliques C and the size of c represents the number of cliques in C. We note that the size of c also represents the redundancy of j in C.
A parallel JGM algorithm performs multiple joins in parallel and outputs a set of cliques from each join of each thread. A join-based triangle listing algorithm performs a join between two neighbor lists of the nodes in an edge. However, a join-based clique listing algorithm finds common neighbors in the neighbor lists of either an edge or a smaller clique. Algorithm 1 illustrates the general process of joining in a JGM algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Join in a JGM Algorithm
Input: A graph G = (V , E), joining nodes j 1 remove node u from j node of j at line 1 and then takes the neighbor list of u in c at line 2. Then the algorithm performs joins among neighbor lists of the nodes in j and finds the common neighbors c in the lines 3 to 5. We note that the joining process of the different JGM algorithms can differ. However, all of them output the same common neighbors c for the same joining nodes j . In the lines 6 to 8, Algorithm 1 outputs a clique for each common node c ∈ c by combining j with c. A JGM algorithm replaces lines 6 to 8 by adopting our proposed technique to output the cliques in the form of compressed data.
Our proposed algorithm compresses the output of a JGM algorithm incrementally. We set a buffer of size B to store the output cliques of a JGM algorithm in the form of CCTs. When the buffer is full, we compress the CCTs in B using our proposed flag aligned word encoding technique and store it on the disk. VOLUME 6, 2018
IV. ON-THE-FLY OUTPUT COMPRESSION
The output cliques of a JGM algorithm contain many redundant nodes that affect the overall cost of the algorithm. Our proposed compression technique reduces the redundancy in the output data to minimize the cost. Our proposed compression algorithm follows an incremental approach to compress the output of a JGM algorithm. The compression algorithm takes as input the sets of cliques from a JGM algorithm until the buffer B is full. The algorithm compresses each B-sized data chunk before storing it on disk. The overall compression technique is performed in the following three steps:
1) Categorize the nodes of a set of cliques, which are produced from a join of a JGM algorithm, into two lists of overlapping and non-overlapping nodes. 2) Represent the overlapping and non-overlapping nodes of a set of cliques in a tree that reduces the redundancy among the multiple sets of cliques. 3) Compress the list of nodes obtained from the CCTs using a list of encoded words.
A. NODE CATEGORIZATION
In this step, the proposed output compression algorithm categorizes the nodes, which are received from a JGM algorithm, as overlapping and non-overlapping. This categorization is performed on a set of cliques produced from a join. We define the overlapping and the non-overlapping nodes in a set of cliques as follows: We denote a list of overlapping nodes by o and a list of non-overlapping nodes by n . If there is only a single clique in C, then we consider that all nodes in C are overlapped by that clique. Therefore, we represent C with o and n , where o contains all node IDs of C and n = ∅. Lemma 1: Let C be a set of cliques produced from a join and let j be the joining nodes and c be the common nodes of that join. Then j and c be categorized as overlapping and non-overlapping in C, respectively.
Proof: The joining nodes j in Algorithm 1 create each clique by connecting to each node of the common neighbors c . In other words, a set of cliques C, which are produced from each join in Algorithm 1, contain all the nodes of j . On the other hand, each clique of C contains a single node from c . Therefore, according to the Definition 1 and Definition 2, the nodes in j and c can be categorized as overlapping and non-overlapping, respectively.
According to Lemma 1, we categorize a list of joining nodes j and a list of common nodes c as overlapping nodes o and non-overlapping nodes n , respectively. We illustrate an example of node categorization in Table 2 that categorizes the nodes of each set of triangles produced by a triangle listing algorithm for a graph G given in Figure 1 . The triangle listing algorithm finds triangles 012 , 013 , and 014 from the first join between N (0) and N (1). Therefore, we categorize the overlapping node IDs 0 and 1 in o and the non-overlapping node IDs 2, 3, and 4 in n . The third join is performed between N (0) and N (3) and the algorithm outputs a single triangle 034 . Therefore, we categorize all three node IDs 0, 3, and 4 of that triangle as overlapping nodes. Table 2 shows that a triangle listing algorithm that outputs 30 words to represent 10 triangles of graph G considering that each node ID is represented by a single word. Table 2 also shows that the lists of categorized nodes contain 20 node IDs. However, we need to consider another five words (one word for each set of triangles) to store the metadata about the lists. For each set, we represent the number of node IDs in o and n using the first and second l/2 bits of a word, respectively. Note that a triangle listing algorithm can reduce the number of output words to 25 by applying node categorization. Thus, node categorization reduces the size of output for a join by removing redundant nodes from a set of cliques.
We use the categorized nodes o and n to build the clique constructor tree that further reduces the size of data to represent a set of cliques.
B. CLIQUE CONSTRUCTOR TREE (CCT)
Node categorization minimizes redundancy in a set of cliques that are produced from a join. However, redundant nodes still exist among the lists of overlapping nodes in multiple sets of cliques. For example, Table 2 shows that node ID 0 appears three times in the first three sets of cliques. To minimizes the redundancy among multiple sets of cliques, we propose a tree data structure called Clique Constructor Tree that represents single or multiple sets of cliques and minimizes the node redundancy. We define a clique constructor tree as follows: We start constructing a CCT using the categorized o and n immediately after each join operation. At first, we consider a single path for o by connecting a node to its next node. The first node ID in o represents the root node of that path. Suppose, we denote this new path as np. If a CCT has same root node ID as that of np, then we reuse that root ID for np and integrate np to that CCT. Then, we go along a path of that CCT and reuse the nodes of that path as long as the node IDs match with the node IDs of np. If no CCT contains a root that has the same root node ID as that of np, then we create a new CCT using np. Finally, we connect each node of n as a child or leaf node at the end of np. All nodes in a complete path from the root to a child can represent a clique. Thus a CCT represents one or multiple sets of cliques using one or multiple paths, respectively. Note that if there are multiple overlapped paths in a CCT, some nodes of those paths are reused to construct that CCT. Therefore, a CCT can reduce redundant nodes from the sets of cliques that it represents. Figure 3 illustrates the CCTs that represent the triangles of a graph G given in Figure 1 . In the figure, CCT 1 , CCT 2 , and CCT 3 represent all triangles listed in Table 2 . CCT 1 represents three sets of triangles that are produced from the joins of nodes 0,1 , 0,2 , and 0,3 . According to 1, the nodes in 0,1 and 0,2 are overlapping nodes. Thus, both 0,1 and 0,2 create two overlapped paths. At the end of each overlapped path, the non-overlapping nodes in 2,3,4 and 3,4,4 are appended as the leaf nodes. The join for the nodes in 0,3 produces a single node 4. Therefore, 0,3,4 are overlapping nodes and they create an overlapped path. Notice that every path in CCT 1 can represent a single triangle. The root node 0 in CCT 1 indicates that node 0 is redundant in all triangles that are represented by CCT 1 . Similarly, the nodes of each path in CCT 2 and CCT 3 create a triangle in the graph G, such as the paths P 123 and P 124 of CCT 2 , which can represent the triangles 123 and 124 , respectively.
1) DATA STRUCTURE OF CCTs
Our final goal is to reduce the size of data needed to represent each CCT. We represent the data of a CCT in such a way that our proposed flag-aligned word encoding can be applied on data efficiently. To achieve the goal, we represent the list of child node IDs of a parent node in a CCT using an array of words. We use another word to represent the number of child nodes of that parent. We refer a list of child node IDs as a sibling list and denote it with L s . The word representing the number of node IDs in a sibling list is called a sibling counter and is denoted by sc. Our proposed flag-aligned word encoding technique encodes every sibling list and reduces the size of data for representing a CCT. We also virtually connect the roots of all CCTs to a virtual root. We call that virtually connected tree a super CCT. In a super CCT, all root node IDs are handled as a sibling list, which is also encoded.
In Figure 3 , the sibling lists are marked inside the dashed boxes. In the figure, the root node IDs 0, 1, and 2 in Figure 3 are connected to the virtual root VR with dotted lines. The list of nodes 1, 2, and 3 at the tree depth 2 of CCT 1 is a sibling list, which has the parent node ID 0. Similarly, the list of nodes 2, 3, and 4 at the leaf nodes of CCT 1 is a sibling list, which has the parent node ID 1.
The flag aligned word encoding technique encodes a list of sorted node IDs. Therefore, we implement an insertion sort policy to prepare a sibling list in every parent node of a CCT that sorts the sibling list while adding a new path to that CCT. Our proposed compression algorithm constructs CCTs until the occupied space exceeds a given buffer size B. We have studied the effect of the buffer size in Section V-B. Since the proposed algorithm reuses nodes in the CCTs to represent multiple sets of cliques, the redundant nodes in the output data are significantly reduced. 
Algorithm 2 Flag Aligned Word Encoding
Input Algorithm 2 illustrates our proposed FAW encoding technique to encode a list of node IDs. Algorithm 2 takes as input a list of node IDs L s and a word length l and returns a list of encoded words. The algorithm first initializes an encoded word counter ewc and an encoded word w at lines 1 and 2, respectively. At line 3, the first node ID of L s is assigned to v f as a candidate FM-word. Then for each node ID v ∈ L s , the algorithm checks the eligibility of v to be mapped into an M-word at line 7. If v is eligible to be mapped into an M-word, then the algorithm maps v into w with a high bit at line 8. If all bits of w become high bits, the algorithm converts v f to an FR-word at line 10 and makes w an R-word at line 11 by assigning l to w. If v is not eligible to be mapped into an M-word, then v can either be a new candidate for an FM-word or be encoded in an R-word. To decide the encoding, the algorithm first checks the value of w at line 13. If w = 0, which indicates that w does not represent any node, then v f is inserted into L s as an S-word at line 14 and v is assigned to v f as the new candidate for an FM-word at line 16. At line 17, the algorithm checks the eligibility for encoding v into the R-word and if it satisfies the criteria, the value of w is increased by 1 at line 18. Otherwise, if the first bit of v f is 0, the algorithm converts v f to an FM-word at line 21. Then, the algorithm inserts both v f and w in L s as the encoded words at lines 22 and 24, respectively. The FAW encoding algorithm continues encoding by assigning v to v f at line 26 as the new candidate FM-word and w to 0 at line 27. At the line 31, the algorithm inserts the last encoded v f and w into L s and finally returns the encoded words at line 33. At any time, the position of any v in L s is always greater than the insertion position of an encoded v f or w. Therefore, we can safely reuse L s for storing the encoded words.
The encoding of a sibling list in a CCT starts at the virtual root of a super CCT. The algorithm traverses each parent node following a depth-first strategy. It encodes the sibling list at each parent node. Then the algorithm stores a pair (L e , ewc), where L e is a list of encoded words that represents a sibling list and ewc represents the number of encoded words in L e .
D. STRATEGY FOR PARALLEL COMPRESSION
Our proposed compression algorithm can compress the output of a parallel JGM algorithm in parallel. For a buffer with size B and a parallel JGM algorithm with t threads, we divide B equally into a number of smaller buffers, t in number, and assign a buffer of size B t for each processing thread. The proposed algorithm creates a super CCT into each buffer of size B t and applies the FAW encoding after obtaining the data from a processing thread.
The parallel compression in a parallel JGM algorithm is performed asynchronously, although we write the compressed data on disk synchronously. We maintain a synchronized offset variable that always points at the end of the compressed data on disk. Before issuing any write operation in a thread, we first lock the synchronized offset variable. Then we obtain the value of that variable and release it after updating the value with the size of compressed data. Finally, we store the compressed data at the obtained offset. This strategy efficiently writes the output data of a parallel JGM algorithm synchronously on disk since a thread only needs to wait during the period of updating the value the of synchronized offset variable. We note that each thread could maintain its own file to output the data. However, the use of multiple files would incur extra cost for a JGM algorithm for the merging of all data from several files.
E. CCT OPTIMIZATION
The number of words required to represent a CCT with the proposed tree structure increases if that CCT contains a single VOLUME 6, 2018 Figure 5 , CCT 4 represents two maximal cliques Q 01234 and Q 025 of a graph G, given in Figure 1 . The nodes in the paths P 01234 and P 025 create the cliques Q 01234 and Q 025 , respectively. These paths are only overlapped in their root node 0. According to the data structure of a CCT, we need 13 words for representing CCT 4 . However, a JGM algorithm can represent those two cliques using two lists containing 6 and 4 words, respectively. To reduce the number of words for representing CCTs, our proposed algorithm applies an optimization strategy by reducing the depth of the CCTs.
In our proposed depth-based optimization strategy, we allow the paths of a CCT to grow upto a given height h, and call a path with this limit a dwarfed path. The last node of that dwarfed path is defined as the Super Node, which contains all node IDs at a depth of h or more. If a parent node has more than one super node, then we set the first two bits of the siblings counter sc to 11 and add a counter word cw to every super node by setting the first bit of cw to 1. However, if a parent node has a single super node, then we use sc to represent the number of nodes in a super node by setting the first bit of sc to 1. We note that we are adding a word for cw if necessary. Otherwise, we reuse the word for sc as a counter word for the super node. Therefore, the strategy of using sc also helps to optimize the size of the encoded data.
We illustrate a super node using an example in Figure 5 . In the figure, CCT 4 is optimized to CCT 4 by limiting the depth h to 3. The path P 0,1,2,3,4 in CCT 4 is made into a dwarfed path P 0,1, (2, 3, 4) , where (2, 3, 4) is a super node containing the node IDs 2, 3, and 4. In this case, CCT 4 requires 11 words, which is reduced by 2 words compared with CCT 4 .
Since a node in a super node does not need the sibling counter, the number of words to represent a CCT is reduced. We further reduce the number of required words to represent a CCT that applies our proposed FAW encoding technique on every super node. We have studied the effect of the depth of the CCTs, as discussed in Section V-C. Let x s , x fm , x fr , x m , and x r be the number of nodes in L s that are encoded by S-word, FM-word, FR-word, M-word and R-word, respectively. Let y s , y fm , y fr , y m , and y r be the number of S-word, FM-word, FR-word, M-word and R-word in the encoded data, respectively. Let x and y be the number of words representing L s and L e , respectively. Since each of the S-words, FM-words, and FR-words encodes only a single node ID and an M-word or an R-word encodes multiple node IDs, we obtain the following relationships among the number of words in L s and L e :
1) x = x s + x fm + x fr + x m + x r 2) y = y s + y fm + y fr + y m + y r 3) x s = y s , x fm = y fm , and x fr = y fr 4) y m < x m and y r < x r If L e contains neither an M-word nor an R-word, then y m = 0 and y r = 0. Thus, x m = 0 and x r = 0. Therefore, from the relations 1, 2, and 3, we can decide that y = x. If L e contains at least one of either an M-word or an R-word, then from the relations 1, 2, 3, and 4, we can conclude that y < x. Thus, y ≤ x is always valid.
Our proposed CCT can efficiently reduce the redundant nodes from multiple cliques. The proposed FAW encoding technique minimizes the size of CCTs by encoding with a smaller number of words. Therefore, a JGM algorithm performs fewer output requests to store a reduced size of data to a disk. Thus, our proposed algorithm can effectively overcome the overhead costs of constructing CCTs and FAW encoding. Our proposed approach is an incremental compression technique that is triggered on-the-fly for every join of a JGM algorithm. Therefore, a JGM algorithm can easily adopt our proposed compression technique to store its outputs on the disk.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES
The experimental environment comprised a 64-bit Intel Core i7-6950X CPU @ 3.00GHz with ten cores and 64GB RAM. We implemented all algorithms in the C language on a Linux (Ubuntu 16.04) operating system. We considered that a JGM algorithm represents a triangle or a clique by using a list of 32-bit words, where the first word of a list represents the number of words in that list. In our proposed compression algorithm, we used a 32-bit word for each encoded word.
We conducted the experiments on real world datasets such as Live Journal (LJ) and Web links of the UK (WebUK). LJ is a dataset of a social network (http://www.live-journal.com), where nodes and edges represent the members of that network and the friendships between members, respectively. In WebUK, nodes represent the pages and edges represent the hyperlinks. The statistical information of the datasets is given in Table 3 . We evaluated our proposed FAW encoding technique with the well known WAH [20] algorithm and the state-of-the-art Roaring Bitmap [26] algorithm for compressing the graph data on-the-fly. We implemented FAW and WAH in the C language while we used the Roaring Bitmap algorithm as implemented by its authors. To the best of our knowledge, there is no general solution for reducing the redundancy from the output of JGM algorithms. Here we note that redundant aware maximal clique listing algorithms such as [13] , [14] considered the redundancy to reduce the search space. They cannot be adopted to a JGM algorithm for reducing the I/O cost. Since they are out of scope for obtaining a performance comparison relative to our proposed approach, we did not consider those algorithms in this experimental analysis. However, we studied the performance of our proposed compression technique (CCT+FAW) by adopting it in the triangle listing algorithms, iTri [27] and MGT [29] and in a maximal clique listing algorithm, FMC [30] . We performed the following experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed compression technique. 1) Compression ratio: a) We compressed the input datasets using our proposed FAW encoding technique and existing WAH [20] and Roaring Bitmap [26] algorithms and compared the compression ratio. b) We measured the size of the output data before and after adopting the proposed compression technique. Then we evaluated the effectiveness of the CCTs and the FAW encoding by observing the compression ratio before and after applying FAW encoding. The compression ratio was measured according to Equation 1.
Comp. ratio, cr =
Size of uncompressed data Size of compressed data (1) 2) Elapsed time: a) We measured the encoding time for FAW, WAH, and Roaring Bitmap algorithms to compress the input datasets. b) A JGM algorithm adopts our proposed compression technique to perform on-the-fly compression. It is essential to evaluate the overall performance of a JGM algorithm after adopting the proposed compression technique. We measured the overall running time of a JGM algorithm for every experiment.
3) Effect of buffer size: We assume that a larger size of buffer increases the chance to accumulate a larger number of cliques into the same CCT, which could increase the compression ratio. However, a larger buffer size increases the search space and required time to find a CCT for a clique. In the experiments, we changed the buffer size from 8MB to 32MB to evaluate the effect of buffer size on the compression ratio and elapsed time. 4) Effect of tree depth: A parent node in a CCT can be reused to represent multiple cliques. A higher depth of a CCT increases the number of parent nodes and can reduce the redundancy. However, a parent requires an additional word to store the number of its child nodes, which can affect the compression ratio. Moreover, the time required to probe a parent node also increases with a higher depth. In the experiments, we changed the depth from 3 to 5 to evaluate the effect of CCT depth on the compression ratio and elapsed time. 5) Effect of sorting node ids: We assume that sorted overlapping node IDs in the cliques can result in a larger number of overlapping parent nodes in the paths of a CCT. However, the cost to sort many lists of node IDs can affect the overall performance of a JGM algorithm. We evaluated the effect of sorting on the compression ratio and elapsed time by sorting the nodes in a list by their IDs and degrees. 6) Effect of parallelism: A parallel JGM algorithm that adopted our proposed compression technique outputs cliques, constructs CCTs, and encodes them in parallel in each processing thread. However, the compressed data are stored on disk sequentially. As the assigned buffer is equally distributed to each processing thread, the number of threads may affect both the compression ratio and elapsed time. In the experiments, we changed the number of threads from 1 to 32 to evaluate the effect of parallelism on the compression ratio and elapsed time. We conducted the experiments 1(b), 2(b) and from 3 to 6 to evaluate the compression ratio and overall running time of both the iTri and FMC algorithms for all datasets, considering different setups. For experiment 6, we consider the parallel iTri algorithm to evaluate the effect of parallelism. We used a 16MB buffer to store CCTs for experiments 1(b), 3, 4, 5, and 6. In the cases of experiments 1(b), 2(b), 3, 5, and 6, we constructed CCTs using unsorted node IDs. We set the depth of all CCTs to 3 in experiments 1(b), 2(b), 4, 5, and 6. For the iTri algorithm, we used 20 threads to conduct experiments 1(b) and 2(b).
In the case of the FMC algorithm, we set the memory bound to 64MB and 4092MB for the LJ and WebUK datasets, respectively. The number of the base node size was set to 500 for both datasets. The compression ratio and the running time on the LJ dataset were evaluated for first 11,536 seeds, which requires 40 iterations and outputs over 12 million cliques where the maximum length of cliques was 281. In the case of the WebUK dataset, we evaluated the compression ratio and the running time for the first 203,755 seeds in 20 iterations, which outputs over 3 million cliques where the maximum length of the cliques was 161.
We plotted the figures using the data observed in the experiments. In all figures, we represented the compression ratio in the y-axis (right) using a bar and the running time in y-axis (left) using a line. 
A. COMPRESSION RATIO AND ELAPSED TIME
In these experiments, We first evaluated the compression ratio and encoding time of WAH, Roaring Bitmap (ROAR), and the proposed FAW encoding technique by compressing the LJ and WebUK datasets. We plotted the evaluated results in Figure 6 . Then, we evaluated the compression ratio and the running time of the JGM algorithms for different compression strategies to store the output data. We plotted the evaluated results of the iTri and FMC algorithms in Figure 7 . The x-axis of Figure 7 shows the applied strategy to compress the output of JGM algorithms, where ORG refers to a JGM algorithm without adopting any compression strategy, CCT refers to the adoption of CCT only, FCCT refers to the adoption of CCT that is encoded by the proposed FAW technique, WCCT refers to adoption of the CCT that is encoded by the WAH algorithm, RCCT refers to the adoption of the CCT that is encoded by the Roaring Bitmap algorithm. Figure 6 shows that the compression ratio of our proposed FAW encoding algorithm is higher than both WAH and ROAR. WAH encodes 0-fill words into the compressed data. On the other hand, ROAR can apply a better compression strategy only for a long list of integers which cannot be confirmed in the case of graph datasets. However, FAW does not include 0-fill words and can encode any list sizes efficiently. Therefore, FAW encoding outperforms the others in terms of the compression ratio.
1) COMPRESSION RATIO
Figures 7.a and 7.b plot the experimental results for the iTri algorithm on the LJ and WebUK datasets, respectively. The figures show that compression ratio of CCT and FCCT are significantly higher. In the case of the LJ dataset, CCT and FCCT reduce the size of the output data over 3 and 5 times, respectively. In the case of the WebUK dataset, the sizes of output data are reduced by more than 3 and 7 times by CCT and FCCT, respectively. We observed that the output triangles of both the LJ and WebUK datasets contain significant numbers of redundant nodes. Therefore, the number of redundant nodes is reduced when the triangles are represented using CCTs. Figures 7.a and 7 .b also show that the compression ratio for our proposed FCCT is higher than WCCT and RCCT. We observed that WAH encoded data includes many 0-fill words while encoding the sibling lists or super nodes. On the other hand, RCCT cannot utilize the bitmap compression strategy of Roaring Bitmap due to the small size of sibling lists or super nodes. However, FAW does not encode any 0-fill words and the performance is not restricted to the longer list of integers. Therefore, the final output sizes of WCCT and RCCT are higher than FCCT. Figure 7 .c and Figure 7 .d plot the experimental results of the FMC algorithm on the LJ and WebUK datasets, respectively. We observed that the number of redundant nodes in the output cliques of the FMC algorithm is lower compared with the iTri algorithm. Therefore, the number of redundant nodes reduced by CCTs are lower, which affects the compression ratio. However, the compression ratio for FCCT is higher compared with both WCCT and RCCT.
2) ELAPSED TIME Figure 6 shows that the encoding time for our proposed FAW algorithm is lower than both ROAR and WAH. The ROAR algorithm must decide on the compression strategy for a given list of integers. Moreover, it converts the integers to bytes for compression. These limitations result in ROAR having a higher encoding time compared with WAH and FAW. On the other hand, WAH encodes 0-fill words into the compressed data, which forces the allocation of separate memory space to store the encoded data. However, the upper bound of the space requirement for FAW never exceeds the input size. FAW can reuse the input array to store the encoded words, which helps to avoid the cost of new memory allocation. For these reasons, FAW encodes faster compared with both the WAH and ROAR algorithms. Figure 7 shows that the overhead cost of constructing the CCT and how the encoding affects the overall running time of the JGM algorithms. However, in the case of 7.b, the size of the output is significantly reduced which helps to reduce the overall cost of CCT and FCCT, by about 4 times compared with ORG. On the other hand, both WCCT and RCCT take a longer time compared with FCCT. We note that in case of WCCT, WAH must allocate a new array of words for storing every list of encoded words. In case of RCCT, Roaring Bitmap incurs computational overhead in deciding the type of list and converting the integers to bytes.
Moreover, both of them perform more I/O operations due to the lower compression ratio compared with FCCT. However, in the case of FCCT, FAW can reuse same list of words for its encoded words. Therefore, FCCT outperforms both WCCT and RCCT.
B. EFFECT OF BUFFER SIZE
In this experiment, we studied the effect of buffer size on the compression ratio and overall running time of both the iTri and FMC algorithms for the LJ and WebUK datasets. We plotted the experimental results in Figure 8 . The figure shows that the buffer sizes do not have much effect on the compression ratio. We observed that the larger buffer does not help to increase the rate of accumulation of redundant parent nodes or does not increase the number of child node IDs in the sibling lists. Therefore, the compression ratio does not increase when a larger buffer is used. However, the overall running time increases for a larger buffer, since the search space is necessarily increased and the algorithm must select a CCT from a larger number of CCTs in order to insert a path for new set of cliques.
C. EFFECT OF CCT DEPTH
In this experiment, we studied the effect of the depth of CCTs on the compression ratio and the overall running time of the FMC algorithm using both the LJ and WebUK datasets. We plot the experimental results in Figure 9 . The figure shows that the compression ratio decreases as the depth of CCTs increases from 3 to 5. However, the overall running time increases marginally for CCTs with a higher depth. We observed that an increasingly high depth for a CCT increases the number of parent nodes and sibling lists, which decreases the number of nodes in sibling lists or super nodes. Moreover, a larger number of parent nodes increases the number of words for the sibling counter. Therefore, compression ratio decreases if the depth of CCTs increases. Additionally, the overall running time increases since the algorithm must traverse more parent nodes and search into their child nodes in the case of higher-depth of CCTs for the insertion of a path for a new set of cliques.
D. EFFECT OF SORTING
In this experiment, we studied the effect of sorting parent nodes on the compression ratio and overall running time of the FMC algorithm using both the LJ and WebUK datasets. We plotted the experimental results in Figure 10 . In the x-axis of the figure, NoSrt, Srt-Id, and Srt-D refer to the results of without sorting, sort by node ID, and sort by the degree of nodes, respectively. Figure 10 shows that compression ratio is affected much by different sorting strategies. We observed that the sorting order of the nodes in the output cliques does not increase the redundancy of parent nodes. However, the overall running time differs due to the overhead of the sorting cost.
E. EFFECT OF PARALLELISM
We studied the effect of parallelism on the compression ratio and overall running time using the LJ and WebUK datasets. In this experiment, we performed experiments for the MGT (a sequential triangle listing algorithm) and parallel iTri algorithm. We plotted the experimental results in Figure 11 . iTRI 2 , iTRI 4 , iTRI 8 , iTRI 16 , and iTRI 32 in the x-axis of Figure 11 refer to the iTri algorithm with 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 threads, respectively. The figure shows that the overall running time decreases as parallelism increases, which indicates that our proposed technique can efficiently perform parallel compression of the output of a parallel JGM algorithm. We also observed that parallelism does not have an effect on the compression ratio.
The experimental evaluation shows that our proposed encoding technique for compressing a list of integers is better than both WAH and Roaring Bitmap and that the performance is not dependent on the size of list. We also found that the proposed redundancy aware CCT tree can efficiently reduce the redundancy from the output of JGM algorithms. However, the overall running time is reduced if the reduced time to output the compressed data is higher than the compression time, which can be achieved when the redundancy in the output of a JGM algorithm is significant.
VI. CONCLUSION
The class of JGM algorithms has to handle a large size of intermediate and/or final output data. The cost to handle the large output can often dominate the cost of the mining algorithms. Existing solutions for reducing the data size are specific to the particular graph mining algorithm.
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Moreover, we cannot apply the traditional graph compression techniques to compress the output data of a graph mining algorithm on-the-fly. In this paper, we proposed an on-the-fly compression technique, which can be easily integrated into existing JGM algorithms. The proposed technique first categorizes the nodes in the resultant cliques of a join into overlapping and non-overlapping nodes. Then the categorized nodes are represented in the clique constructor trees. Finally, the nodes in the trees are encoded using a flag aligned word encoding technique. The proposed technique significantly reduces the required space and I/O costs. In the future, we aim to generalize our compression technique to be readily adopted in any graph mining algorithms.
